Poultry Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS

Anatomy - Learning the Body Parts of Poultry
6 posters. Answers are on the back of each poster.
- Parts of a Chicken (Cockerel) (pink), Parts of a Chicken (Hen) (light pink), Parts of a Turkey (dark pink), Parts of a Duck (red), Parts of a Goose (light red), Bird Comb Identification (orange)
6 sets of polystyrene identification tags
- Parts of a Chicken (Cockerel) (25), Parts of a Chicken (Hen) (30), Parts of a Turkey (32), Parts of a Duck (22), Parts of a Goose (22), Bird Comb Identification (6)
2 situation/task cards
- Match Part with Location (pink), Anatomy: Match Bird Comb with Diagram (orange)

Poultry Breeds - Learning the Poultry Breeds
20 color breed prints. Breed name and characteristics appear on the back of each print.
2 sets of polystyrene identification tags
- Poultry Breeds (20), Poultry Breed Traits (20)
2 situation/task cards
- Breeds of Poultry: Match Name with Print (red)
- Breeds of Poultry: Match Name with Traits (violet)

Meat & Eggs - Identifying Poultry Meat and Eggs
35 color prints. Answers appear on the back of each print.
- CHICKEN MEAT CUTS: Wishbone, Thigh, Drumstick, Wing, Drumette, Breast Quarter, Boneless Skinless Thigh, Liver, Gizzard, Heart, Neck, Breast Tenderloin, Half Chicken, Boneless Skinless Breast, Leg Quarter, Back, Breast Quarter without Wing, Split Breast, Split Breast with Wing, Whole Leg
- TURKEY MEAT CUTS: Back, Boneless Skinless Breast, Boneless Skinless Thigh, Breast Quarter, Drumette, Drumstick, Gizzard, Heart, Leg Quarter, Liver, Neck, Tenderloin, Thigh, Turkey Half, Wing
1 set of Exterior Egg Quality image cards. Answers appear on the back of each card.
- Exterior Quality for Individual Shell Eggs (16)
3 sets of polystyrene identification tags
- Chicken Meat Cut Identification (20), Turkey Meat Cut Identification (15), Exterior Quality for Individual Shell Eggs (16)
1 situation/task card
- Identify Meat Cuts and Egg Quality (gold)
5 Task and Answer Keys
- Carton of Eggs Evaluation (gold), Interior Egg Evaluation (yellow), Layer Evaluation (lemon), Breakout Quality Evaluation (orange), Individual Egg Shell Evaluation (yellow)
Poultry Learning Lab Kit - CONTENTS (continued)

**Carcass Evaluation**
24 color prints. Answers appear on the back of each print.
- Chicken Carcass Grading and Turkey Carcass Grading
1 Task and Answer Key
- Carcass Evaluation (orange)
1 set of polystyrene identification tags (24)
- Chicken Carcass Grading and Turkey Carcass Grading
1 situation/task card
- Match the Poultry Grades with Print (orange)

**Quality Assurance - Identifying Medication Label and Medication Direction Parts**
2 posters. Answers appear on the back of each poster.
- Bird Medication Label Diagram (blue), Bird Medication Directions Diagram (light blue)
2 sets of polystyrene identification tags
- Medication Label Parts (7); Medication Directions Parts (10)
1 Task and Answer Key
- Medication Directions Task and Answer Key (light blue)
1 situation/task card
- Read the Medication Label Directions: Match to Corresponding Location (blue)

**Equipment and Facility Management - Identifying Equipment and Facility Management**
2 Task and Answer Keys
- Maintaining Proper Brooder Temperature (lemon), Preparing the Brooder Area (lemon)
4 task identification cards
- Brooding Aerial View Scenarios
1 set of polystyrene manipulatives
- Brooding Aerial View: 1-gallon waterers, chick feeders, infrared bulb brooders, brooder thermometers, and chicks
1 activity mat
- Brooding Aerial View (lemon)
1 brooder guard - 4 1/2’ strip of corrugated cardboard

**Miscellaneous**
1 assembly instructions
1 canvas carrying case
174 velcro dot sets (includes extra sets)
16 zipper pouches
16 zipper pouch adhesive labels
- Parts of a Chicken (Cockerel), Parts of a Chicken (Hen), Parts of a Turkey, Parts of a Duck, Parts of a Goose, Bird Comb, Poultry Breeds, Poultry Breed Traits, Chicken Meat Cuts, Turkey Meat Cuts, Exterior Quality for Individual Shell Eggs, Chicken Carcass Grading, Turkey Carcass Grading, Bird Medication Label, Bird Medication Directions, Brooding Aerial View

**Resources**
1 Educator’s Resource Materials Set
1 Poultry Science Manual
1 National 4-H Poultry Judging Manual